Title word cross-reference

z [LCZL14].

-Equivalent [LCZL14].

2002 [Ano02]. 2013 [HP15].

Abstract [XMA+14, Jac95a, Pon02]. Abstracting [Gun00]. Abstraction [AEK+16, CF03, Egy02]. abstractions [BG98, DBGU13]. access [BDL06]. accommodates [YHR92]. Accounting [SM12]. Achieving [BJMH02, HAB13, LBZ14].

Acknowledgement [ACM05]. ACM [NP08]. across [CSV13]. action [HN98].

Alphabet \[FDB^{+12}\]. Amoeba \[DCS^{09}\]. among \[GL^{11}\]. Amplifying \[ZE^{14}\]. Analyses \[CST^{16}, LS^{13}\]. Analysis \[AEK^{+16}, CFL^{+16}, DG^{17}, LC^{14}\]. PBCT\( ^{10}\), SEM\( ^{17}\), SGD\( ^{15}\), YXK\( ^{+17}\), YBL\( ^{15}\), BP\( ^{98}\), BGO\( ^{+14}\), CS\( ^{12}\), CK\( ^{96}\), CK\( ^{99}\), Cor\( ^{00}\), CSX\( ^{08}\), DR\( ^{96}\), Dev\( ^{99}\), DBDS\( ^{94}\), DCCN\( ^{04}\), For\( ^{94}\), GL\( ^{14}\), GM\( ^{01}\), GSH\( ^{97}\), HKMB\( ^{+14}\), Hie\( ^{06}\), HH\( ^{95}\), HZZ\( ^{13}\), HT\( ^{98}\), HVT\( ^{98}\), HN\( ^{98}\), LH\( ^{08}\), LH\( ^{02}\), MRR\( ^{05}\), NP\( ^{08}\), O\( ^{092}\), P\( ^{TY^{95}}\), PGM\( ^{12}\), RM\( ^{03}\), Rob\( ^{08}\), S\( ^{GG^{+14}}\), Sne\( ^{96}\), SRK\( ^{06}\), T\( ^{PT^{13}}\), WP\( ^{93}\), XCKX\( ^{13}\), YTL\( ^{+95}\), YBL\( ^{13}\), FPGA\( ^{07}\), MVM\( ^{07}\). analyze \[CFM^{00}\]. analyzing \[DFG^{00}\]. annotation \[KATS^{12}\]. annotation-based \[KATS^{12}\]. Annotations \[IC^{14}\]. announcement \[SPAK^{10}\]. answering \[KM^{10}\]. Apache \[MFH^{02}\]. API \[ARG^{17}\]. APIs \[SPK^{14}\]. APPL \[SHO^{95}\]. APPL/A \[SHO^{95}\]. Application \[DBDS^{94}, MFL^{12}, MS^{15}, ZE^{14}, LH^{02}\]. Applications \[CGPP^{15}, DG^{17}, KAT^{12}, MBH^{+17}, NBB^{15}, BM^{07}, BCFM^{06}, CPPRM^{03}, CDP^{04}, GGLT^{07}, MZ^{09}, MGMT^{11}, PWX^{14}, PBCT^{10}, SS^{06}, WGS^{07}, XM^{07}\]. Applying \[FLM^{+98}\]. Approach \[BZSW^{14}, DL^{11}, HZZ^{+14}, MFL^{12}, LDUD^{13}, YBL^{13}, ZSL^{+13}, CTCC^{98}, CRST^{12}, CPPRM^{03}, DFB^{99a}, DFB^{99b}, DvdHT^{05}, DPT^{13}, DF^{94}, FK^{96}, FPB^{+05}, Hen^{97}, LASLI^{13}, MZ^{09}, OHDB^{92}, QRLV^{12}, TD^{01}, ZZZ^{+06}\]. approaches \[YHC^{13}\]. approximation \[JGB^{12}\]. APTL \[WME^{93}\]. Architecting \[BCD^{02}\]. Architectural \[MFL^{12}, AG^{97}, AG^{98}, LWF^{03}, RVMRM^{04}\]. Architecture \[BNB^{14}, HWH^{14}, AAG^{95}, BCC^{92}, DvdHT^{05}, GL^{14}\]. Architecture-centric \[HWH^{14}\]. Architecture-Level \[BNB^{14}\]. architectures \[MRRR^{02}\]. Aria \[DR^{96}\]. Array \[NKWF^{14}\]. artifact \[DFOT^{07}\]. ASM \[BZSW^{14}\]. Aspect \[Jac^{95a}, DR^{10}, HE^{13}, KF^{07}, RS^{09}, SGR^{+10}\]. aspect- \[RS^{09}\]. aspect-oriented \[DR^{10}, HE^{13}, SGR^{+10}\]. AspectJ \[HZ^{08}, MI^{11}\]. aspects \[BTI^{14}\]. Assembly \[AM^{04}\]. Assessing \[ACF^{97}, RST^{+14}\]. Assessment \[CMM^{+15}, GJ^{08}, PJRR^{10}, SR^{05}, Wey^{96}\]. assigned \[BHL^{11}\]. assistance \[GN^{93}\]. assume \[CAC^{08}\]. assume-guarantee \[CAG^{08}\]. Assumptions \[HG^{+16}, IW^{00}\]. ASTOOT \[DF^{94}\]. aToucan \[YBL^{15}\]. Attacks \[EWS^{14}\]. attribute \[KK^{93}\]. attributes \[GL^{14}\]. Augmenting \[YBL^{15}\]. Author \[Ano^{96}, TAW^{95}\]. Automated \[Egy^{02}, FA^{14}, FSM^{+15}, GM^{01}, GN^{93}, HJL^{96}, JO^{15}, MS^{14}, TM^{14}, WB^{13}, YBL^{15}, BGO^{+14}, CS^{12}, CAC^{08}, FN^{03}, FRB^{+06}, TBS^{92}, XM^{07}, XM^{08}\]. Automatic \[CGPP^{15}, CF^{03}, DSV^{03}, BRRP^{05}, DO^{93}\]. Automatically \[CMM^{+15}, Mem^{08}, LS^{13}\]. Avoiding \[Hie^{06}\]. Aware \[KAT^{12}, MS^{15}, DFB^{99a}, DFB^{99b}, MGMT^{11}\]. B \[SB^{06}\]. back \[Not^{13}\]. Based \[AB^{12}, ARL^{+15}, ASMP^{16}, DDE^{11}, GG^{+15}, OKS^{+16}, SGD^{15}, WB^{13}, YXK^{+17}, BGd^{92}, BCT^{96}, CMP^{13}, CDS^{10}, CY^{11}, Cia^{93}, CMCP^{+99}, CPPRM^{03}, CW^{98}, DBGU^{13}, DBPU^{13}, Ham^{09}, HAB^{13}, KAT^{12}, KKL^{02}, Kip^{92}, KK^{04}, Kuh^{99}, LY^{05}, LH^{08}, MMST^{14}, Mem^{08}, MB^{07}, MS^{03}, MG^{00}, MPF^{14}, NLR^{11}, PBO^{07}, QNR^{13}, SS^{06}, SGE^{00}, SB^{02}, Sna^{06}, TZZ^{09}, TPT^{13}, THHB^{06}, TD^{01}, TK^{02}, UKM^{04}, WAF^{00}, XM^{07}, XCKX^{13}, YHIC^{13}, OHDB^{92}\]. Baseline \[WOM^{15}\]. basis \[AG^{97}, AG^{98}\]. Bayesian \[PL{M^{15}}\]. BDD \[LH^{08}\]. BDD-based \[LH^{08}\]. Behavior \[FDB^{+12}, SS^{02}, DBGU^{13}, LK^{14}, MG^{00}, PP^{09}, UKM^{04}\]. Behavior-consistent \[SS^{02}\]. behaviors \[IW^{00}\]. benefits \[LH^{08}, MC^{08}\]. between \[Gun^{00}\]. Bilevel \[SKBD^{14}\]. black \[CTCC^{98}\]. Bloat \[XMA^{+14}\]. Boa \[DRNR^{15}\]. Boolean \[CCX^{11}, KB^{07}\]. bound \[CM^{08}\].
Boundaries [CSV13]. boundary [Hie06].
Bound [PMS13]. Breaking [CAC08].
Brutus [CM00]. Bug [LRC14, AM11, CSX08]. Bugs [ZSL13, Jac95a].
Building [ELN92, KKL02]. Business [LDUD93, DCS09, ODV09].
C [DLRA15]. C/C [DLRA15]. Calculus [EW11, DSV03].
Call [ARL15, ARG17, MMG08]. calls [BHR95, MM13]. capabilities [TS09].
capability [Kuh99, TK02]. Case [EM15, HZH15, OKS16, YBL15, ZMM16, BJMH02, CD98, DO93, HAB13, MFP02, PSV01, SCK13, TBS92, YBL13].
Changes [DR11, DPB17, PSV01]. Channel [EWS14].
characteristics [CF10, SM12]. Charts [RGS12]. checker [SGE00]. Checking [BHB16, CK99, EBE14, dFLSV14, BS07, BRRP05, BGL00, CDEG03, Esh06, FM94, FGM03, HJL96, IWY00, JGB12, KATS12, KF07, NFEF03, PBO07, PMS13, SGL12, SMAC08, WGS07, XCCY10].
class [BM13, CCCC09, CTC01, CXX11, Egy02, LY05, PPP94, ZXLC14]. class-level [CTCC98]. Classes [AB12, GRT09, HRD08, KB07, Kuh99, Pon02, Tiw08, TK02].
classification [DFB99a, DFB99b].
Classifying [OSH04]. cleanroom [TBS92].
Clematis [ASMP16]. Client [MS14].
Client-State [MS14]. Clone [DER10].
cluster [CTC01]. co [VD13].
co-installability [VD13]. coarse [BRR01].
coarse- [BRR01]. Code
Combining [DBNG15, Hie14, SMAC08].
Complex [BS16]. Component [SEM17, BCC92, CPM13, Ham09, IWY00, VD13]. component-based [CMP13]. components [BO92, CFM00, DFB99a, DFB99b, ZW97].
Composing [BLW09]. Composite [BGL00]. Composition [Ost99, Ham09, REM14, ZJ93].
Compositional [HGW16, CK96, CK99]. Comprehensibility [SGR15, SGG14].
Comprehension [MTK14, RST14, OSH04].
comprehensive [DvdH05]. Computing [SHDB92, EF05, FGL12, MZ09, RMP97, XCCY10]. Concept [PGM12, Sne96].

Concepts [DG17, MG00, SGL12].
Conceptual [QT12, TZZ09]. Concerns [MVM07, RM07].
Concurrency [QMLR16, ZSL13, DL13, YTL95].
concurrent [C000, DKK94, DCC04, HZ13, MRK17, PYY95]. Conditional [EBE14]. conditions [KB07, SRK06].
Conference [MP14]. Configuration [DBN14, ELvdH95, Gun00, Jez99].
configurations [Sne96]. conflict [FN03].
conformance [Ber94, PK14, PBO07, Pet97].
confounding [XLC14].
connection [ZJ93]. ConMem [ZSL13]. connection
connectors [LWF03].
Consistency
[SEM17, HJL96, NEFE03, PBO07, XCCY10].
consistent [SS02].
Consolidation
[LDUD13].
constrained [BM13].
Constraint [DBNG15, XCCY10].
Constraints [MWK15, QT12, SGD15, CY11, CK96, O092]. constructing [Hen97].
Construction [ARL15].
container [CFM00]. Context
[CK96, KAT12, KGA+12, LH08, XCCY10, vdBV96]. Context-Aware [KAT12].
context-free [KGA+12, vdBV96].
context-sensitive [LH08].
Continuous [BZSW14].
Contracts [YQTR15]. Control
[BHB16, BD06, DL13, MMST14, MU00, SHR01, TBS92]. Controlled
[FSM+15, BFN+14]. controllers [DBPU13].
controlling [HGS93].
cookie [TM14].
cooperative [HE13]. Coordinating
[Cia93]. coordination
[CFM00, MU00, MPR06, Tiw08]. CORBA
[CPPRM03]. CORBA-based [CPPRM03].
corners [ZJ97]. correctness [Hie06, MA14].
Correlations [GL11]. correspondence
[CW99]. Corrigenda [DFB99a].
Cost
[CST16, ATW94, Bre95, REM+04, Wey96].
cost-effective [REM+04].
Cost-Effectiveness
[CST16].
Countermeasures [EWS14]. Coupling
[CBRO16, KK04, MB07, Off92]. Coverage
[GRS+16, GGZ+15, MKW15, YHC13].
Coverage-Based
[GGZ+15, YHC13]. CPU
[MPR+13]. Crash
[ZSL+13].
Crash-Triggering
[ZSL+13]. Crasher
[CSX08]. Criteria
[MWK15, OKS+16, Hie02, KSD08]. critical
[GM01, MS94]. cross [DCS09].
cross-organizational
[DJS09].
crosscutting [SGL12, MVM07].
cryptographic [DFG00]. CSCW [KAT12].
CSP [SLD+13]. customizable [Dev99].
cycles [SS02].

Dahl [Ano02]. dark [ZJ97]. DARWIN
[QRLV12]. Data
[BHB16, DPB17, NBB15, BCC+01, BG98, CW98, FK96, For94, OSH04, TZZ09, WGG13]. Database
[MWK15, CF03, PWX14, WGD07].
dataflow [KSD08].

Deadlines [DBNG15].
Debugging
[CMM+15, FSP+13, JO15, MQ16, AM04, HRD08, OSH04, QRLV12].
decentralized [ML00].
Decision
[HH+16]. decisions [AM11].
decoupling
[BTI14].
deduction
[FS93].
deductive
[GM01].
defect
[SM12].
Defects
[AVY11].
Degree
[FMMH+14].

Degree-of-knowledge
[FMMH+14].
Delta
[HT98, HVT98].

Dependence
[FXJ17, Dl97, SHR01, SRK06].
dependencies
[Jac95, OSH04].
dependencies
[BGO+14, GM00, Rob08].

Dependency
[MWK15, CY11, GL14].
dependency-based
[CY11].
dependency-driven
[GL14].
Deployed
[AVY11].
depth
[ZSL+13].

Derived
[YBL15, XM08].
derived
[IWY00].
description
[DvdHT05, DJ97].
descriptions
[AAG95, BAD08, WJ10].
descriptors
[DER10].

Desert
[Rei99].
Design
[BPT10, EK11, MFL12, SGR+15, BM07, BO92, BRRP05, BFN+14, CSC06, CR94, FBC+13, FP02, GGLT07, L100, MRK+97, RS09, SS06, SB06, SGR+10, YTL+95, ZB13].

Design-Pattern
[SGR+15].
Designing
[CC+11, DL11, XM07, CPPRM03].
designs
[SB02].
Detecting
[AVY11, MM13, ZSL+13, Jac95, LS13].

Detection
[LRC14, MS14, RD15, SKB14, XMA+14, ZAW92, FN03, Kuh99, SMT92, TK02, XR13].
determination
[OLR+96].

deterministic
[HT17].
developer
[CF10, FMMH+14, Sin10].

Developing
[HRD08, ZJW03, MGMM11].
Development
[CF+16, MS15, AM11, DvdHT05, EAS08].

E3 [JPL98]. Easier [CMM+15]. editing [BGdV92]. Editorial [DR15, GMR03, Ghe05, Ghe07, Not07a, Not07b, Not07c, Not08a, Not08b, Not09, Not10, Not12, Not13, OGKW05, Ros13a, Ros14c, Ros14a, Ros14b, Ros16]. Edsger [An02]. Effect [GSM+16, HZBS14]. RST+14, ZSL+13, Off92, Sin10, ZXL1C14].


guarantee [CAC08]. GUI [Mem08, XM07, XM08]. GUI-based [XM07]. Guided [PWX14]. Guidelines [GGZ+15].


Hierarchical [YWC16, BO92, SLD+13, WJ10]. hierarchies [CCX11]. hierarchy [BM13, DFB99a, DFB99b, LY05].
Large
[BNB14, DNRN15, FA14, MC08, PSV01].
Large-Scale [BNB14, FA14, PSV01]. latent
[BGO14, Latte [DDE11].
Lattice-Based [DDE11]. Law [MU00].
Law-governed [MU00], laws [LSV08].
layers [SB02], lazy [FC00], leak [XR13].
Learning
[BS16, HGW16, MS15, BG96, MY13].
legacy [THHB06]. Less [PB16]. Level
[BNB14, AM04, CTCC98, KSD08, MMST14, Sin10]. levels [CTC01]. lexical [MN96].
libraries [ZW95]. library [OHDB92]. life
[SS02]. Lightweight [MN06, Jac02], LIME
[MPR06]. Line [DL11]. linear [ZW92].
lines [BJMH02, KATS12, MPG13].
linking [FC00]. links [DFOT07]. liveness
[DBPU13, SGE00]. Localisation [YXK17].
localization [MA14, XCKX13, YHC13].
locating [TD01]. location
[PGM12, ZZL06]. logic
[DKM94, PMS13, TPT13, ZS97]. logical
[FGL12, MS94]. logics [DJ07]. looking
[Not13, Ros13a]. loop [BHL11].
loop-assigned [BHL11]. Loops [RD15].
LSCs [MHK11]. LLTL [BSL11].
machines [WJ10]. macro [Sin10].
macro-level [Sin10]. Mae [RVMM04].
majority [MM13]. Make [CMM13].
management [DFOT07, ELvdH05, Jéz99].
Managing [HN98, RVMM04].
Manipulation [MS14, BG98]. Many
[HLL16, MKS15]. Many-Objective
[HLL16, MKS15]. Markov
[HW16, WP93]. Marple [LS13]. marts
[BCC01]. matching [ZW95, ZW97]. Math
[SPK14]. mathematical [Sn96]. MC
[GRS16]. MC/DC [GRS16]. MDD
[MGP13]. means [BG96]. measurement
[GD08, MGP13]. Measuring
[MP09, CW99]. mechanism
[MU00, WAF00]. memoriam [Ros13b].
Memory [AEK16, XR13]. Merging
[FDB12, LDUD13]. Message
[RG12, CR94]. meta [Kl93, HZS08].
meta-AspectJ [HZS08].
meta-environment [Kl93]. metalocking
[BS07]. Metamodel [PPO07].
Metamodel-based [PPO07]. Method
[AB12, CF10, BRR05, MG00, MM13].
Method-Method [AB12]. Methodology
[LBZ14, TCT1, DC09, FGL+, FRB+, HGS93, KSD08, MPR+13, MGMM11, RBL+01, SCK13, ZJW03]. methods
[CMCP+99, DFOT07, DBDS94]. Metric
[AB12, PMS13]. metrics
[CSC06, KK04, MSW12, MB07].
middleware [EAS08, MPR06, VTA04].
Migration [SPK14]. millions [MPG13].
Minimal [NL11]. Mining
[BBS16, DNRN15, SPK14]. missing
[MM13]. mitigation [MA14]. Mixin [SB02].
Mobile [RMP97, ZE14, CFM00, FGMP03,
FC00, MZ00, MR99, PRM01], mobility
[MPR06, PRM01]. Mockups [RST+14].
Model [BS16, BDLO6, BS07, BHB16, DG17,
EBE+14, GR+16, MMST14, NBB15,
PVW17, LDUD13, WOM15, KBM07,
BGL00, CS12, CA95, CDEG03, CW99,
Di93, Esh06, FGMP03, HAB13, JGB12,
KF07, LL00, MS03, MN96, MPR06, ML00,
NLR11, PBO07, RVMM04, SMAC08, SS06,
SHE00, TZZ09, VTA04, XM08].
Model-based
[MMST14, HAB13, MS03, SS06, TZZ09].
model-checking
[BGL00, CDEG03, FGMP03, KF07].
Model-Driven [DG17]. Modeling
[BRG+01, FMMH14, MFL12, MR99,
MRR02, SL+13, BCFM06, BAD08,
CD04, DCS09, DHW98, PWD+09, SB06].
Modelling [BZSW14, DGC14, Jac02].
Models
[FDB+12, HLL+16, RGCS14, WB13, YBL15,
BDL06, CMCP+99, CW98, Cor00, JPL98,
MGP+13, MG00, MPF14, ODV+09, PTH95,
SGG+14, SCK13, UKMO4, YBL13]. modern


Representing [RM07, DER10].
Reproducing [JO15]. Required [LK14].
Requirements [DPB17, GL11, RST+14, CRST12, CD98, GM01, GZ05, HJL96, SMT92, SR05, UFG14, ZJ97]. research [EAS08, ELvdH+05, RSB05]. Residual [LRCS14]. response [TAW95].
restructuring [BG98, GN93]. results [DO93, PJRR10]. re-targetable [Dev99].
Retention [ZMM+16]. Retrieval [MBH+17, SURL11, DFOT07, PGM12].
Retrieving [PP93]. re usable [BO92, PP93].
Rewards [PBU16]. rewriting [VKV03].
Risk [GL11, LBZ14, XCKX13]. role [GJ08].
router [CR94]. rule [Cia93, Kip92, MM13].
rule-based [Cia93, Kip92]. Rules [ARG17, MFLLI2, KK04]. Runtime [AVY11, BLS11, XMA+14, BLW09].
safe [BRR01, BTI14, RH97]. safety [BFN+14, CK99, SGE00, SRK06].
SAFKASI [WAF00]. Sampling [DDE11, PP93, PMM+99]. satisfiability [BM13, PMS13]. Sator [BPT10]. Scala [ARL+15].
Scalable [XMA+14, BRRP05, HKB+14, HAB13].
Scale [BNB14, DNRN15, FA14, PSV01].
Scaling [HZZ13, LCZL14]. scenario [UKM04, WJ10]. scenario-based [UKM04].
Scenarios [MHK11, UKM04]. Schedule [MQLR16]. Schema [MKW15, NL11].
Schemas [QT12]. scientific [CY11, EF05, LYYC14]. Screen [RST+14].
Search [BS16, OKS+16, SURL11, SED14].
Search-Based [OKS+16]. Searching [MPG+13]. second [TPT13]. second-order [TPT13]. section [NP08]. security [BDL06, BLW09, CMJ00, WAF00].
segments [LS13]. Selection [HLL+16, BRR01, CY11, GHK+01, RH97].
selective [ATW94, Bre95]. self [PJRR10].
self-assessment [PJRR10]. Semantic [BAD08, MB15, PJRR10, MG00].
Semantics [LK14, HN96, YHR+92].
semantics-preserving [YHR92]. Sensing [BZSW14].
Sensitive [SGD15, Bro93, Cal95, For94, LH08, TPT13].
sensitivity [HKMB+14, MRRR05].
Sequence [RGS12, LK14, Mem08].
Services [ZL13, BKM07]. sets [Hie02].
shape [Cor00]. shuttle [CD98]. Side [EWS14]. Side-Channel [EWS14]. signal [BRG+01]. Signature [ZW95]. Significant [HZBS14]. similarity [OHDB92].
simplified [JW94]. Simulating [FS93].
simulation [KklS02]. SIP [HLL+16]. size [BGH07, GD08, HGS93, MGP+13, TZZ09, ZXL14]. slice [BGH07, MB07].
slice-based [MB07]. slices [BFN+14].
Slicing [XMA+14, GSH97, LH02, TD01].
slicing-based [TD01]. Small [HZBS14, Sin10]. small-world [Sin10].
SMC [SGE00]. Smell [SKBD14]. Smells [HZBS14].
SNIAFL [ZZL+06]. Software [BNB14, CBRO16, CW99, CFL+16, DWH98, DR15, DNRN15, EWS14, EF05, EW11, FSM+15, H95, MFL12, MHB+17, MY13, MKS+15, MP14, OKS+16, RGCS14, WB13, WOM15, YQTR15, AAG95, ACF97, BCTW96, BO92, BGO+14, BCD02, CS12, CTC01, CM08, Cia93, CW98, CDP04, CD98, DvdHT05, DFOT07, DCCN04, ELN+92, ELvdH+05, FK96, FML+98, GJ08, Gnn00, HBB+09, Hen97, HW12, JPL98, JMS08, KK93, LASL13, LSV08, MRR02, MSW12, MFH02, MC08, NLR11, NP08, Off92, ODV+09, PSV01, PP93, PMM+99, PSMV98, ROB08, RSB05, SRK06, SN92, SHO95, TWW08, TBS92, UFG14, VD13, WP93, WGG13, XM07, XR13, ZW95, SHO95, TWW08, TBS92, UFG14, VD13, WP93, WGG13, XM07, XR13, ZW95,
Test-and-adapt [DPT13]. test-selection [BRR01]. testability [BHL11, MBH09].

Testers [FSM+15]. Testing [DBNG15, BG96, DPB17, Hie14, NL11, Ber94, CTCC98, CTCC01, CM08, DRW96, DF94, DSV03, FRB+06, Ham09, HAB13, Hie09, JW94, KSD08, Kip92, Kuh99, LY05, MPR+13, MBH09, Mem08, MS03, NP08, Off92, OSH04, Pet97, RBL+01, REM+04, SS06, SM12, TM14, TK02, Wey96, XM08, ZAW92]. testing-based [Ham09]. Tests [SPK14, ZE14]. Text [MBH+17]. Their theoretic [YHC13]. Theoretical [YXK+17, XCKX13]. Theory [FSP+13, RGCS14, HBB+09, PPP94]. Three [BM07, ZMM+16, CSC06]. time [Bro93, Cal95, FM94, FP02, GGLT07, MS94, MRK+97, Ost99, Pon02, SLD+13, WME93]. time-critical [MS94]. time-sensitive [Bro93, Cal95].


warehouses [BCC+01]. Weak [FDB+12]. web [LASL13, BM07, BCFM06, BPT10,
REFERENCES

CGPP15, NBB15, SURL11, ZL13].
web-centred [LASL13]. Weighted
[HGW+16]. Well [SURL11]. white
[CTCC98]. within [DHW98]. word
[KGA+12]. Workarounds [CGPP15].
workflow [CY11, LYYC14]. world [Sin10].
Wrapper [THHB06]. Wrapper-based
[THHB06]. Wybe [Ano02]. WYSIWYT
[FRB+06].

XP [CF10]. XPIs [SGR+10].

Z [Jac95b].
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